Rebuilding and restructuring the world following rapid comprehensive assessment and treatment for an acute stroke
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ABSTRACT

Management of acute stroke has changed through implementation of rapid comprehensive assessment and treatment. Stroke as a medical emergency and expectancy of recovery has implications on how patients cognitively process the impact of their stroke. Current literature focuses on long term recovery and little is known about patients’ experiences and cognitive processing during the acute phase. Semi-structured interviews were completed with 6 patients on a stroke unit, London, UK, between October and December 2012. The interview schedule was based on interviews with a clinical nurse specialist, stroke patient and previous literature. Interviews took place during hospital admission following transfer from a hyper acute stroke unit. Data were analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis. Participants ages ranged from 68 to 94 years, the emergent super-ordinate themes from this sample receiving a diagnosis of an acute stroke included: (1) disassociation from bodies, self and abilities; (2) search for understanding; (3) striving for independence and acceptance of support; and (4) hope and uncertainty. Although there were variations in participants’ experiences these themes capture the experience of the participants collectively. All participants applied cognitive processes to commence the rebuilding and restructuring of their world. Participants began this process in the acute stage of their stroke.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The burden of stroke in developed countries has changed, but continues in the 21st Century. The incidence of stroke has decreased through primary prevention, but the prevalence of stroke is increasing due to an aging population.[1,2] The burden of stroke has been addressed by rapid comprehensive assessment and treatment, which has changed stroke care and management over the last decade.[3] Implementation of thrombolysis as a treatment of ischemic stroke when administered within three hours of onset has improved stroke outcomes.[4] Thrombolysis was first administered in the US in 1996, Canada in 1999 and Europe, including the UK in 2002.[5] In the UK, provision of stroke specialist units alongside comprehensive access to thrombolysis has reduced mortality, patients’ hospital length of stay and the likelihood of being discharged home rather than to institutionalised care.[6,7]

Stroke impacts on every aspect of an individual’s life including physical, cognitive and emotional functioning.[8] Associations between neurological deficits and quality of life
are not stable\textsuperscript{[9]} or synonymous.\textsuperscript{[10]} Recovery from stroke involves rebuilding and restructuring of the patient’s world beyond neurological deficits in a social context.\textsuperscript{[11]}

Studies completed prior to implementation of thrombolysis, such as Nilsson, et al., found acute phases of stroke were characterised by overwhelming physical, psychological and social losses and patients struggled to find meaning in life and needed to address the concept of “being".\textsuperscript{[12]} Post thrombolysis implementation, a four stage model, has been proposed to capture the recovery process.\textsuperscript{[13, 14]} During the acute stages of stroke, patients are not overwhelmed by losses but adopt both optimism and expectations of returning to health as well as a “wait and see” approach due to the un-predictableness of their recovery. Following discharge from hospital patients begin to experience their body in a more negative manner, as lethargy impacts on their ability to complete tasks efficiently. Patients then begin to focus on self-understanding and getting on with life.\textsuperscript{[13, 14]}

Patients cognitive processing of the impact of their stroke in the hyper acute phase is an important element for healthcare professionals to incorporate in care planning. Further phenomenological studies are required to understand the cognitive and emotional strategies of patients apply when beginning the process of rebuilding and restructuring their world following a stroke. An understanding of patients' strategies would inform the development of care, pathways and services.

Aim
To further understand cognitive processes of rebuilding and restructuring of an individual’s world following hyper acute assessment and treatment for stroke.

2. METHODS

2.1 Design

The design of the study was informed by Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) including the three components of phenomenology (the study of experience), hermeneutics (the theory of interpretation) and idiographic (a particular person making sense of their experience).\textsuperscript{[15]} The study was phenomenological to allow an exploration of how participant’s made sense of their experience of having a stroke and the impact on their “being” in the world. Being in the world draws on Heidegger’s phenomenology of “Dasein”, this is interpreted as “there being” or “being there”. Individuals are always somewhere, always located and always among and involved with some kind of meaningful context.\textsuperscript{[17]}

2.2 Participants

Participants were recruited from a stroke unit in London, UK. The inclusion criteria were: a primary diagnosis of a first ever stroke, aged over 18 years and the ability to communicate in English. The exclusion criteria were: diagnosis of cognitive impairment, severe receptive and/or expressive dysphasia or severe dysarthria. A total of three men and three women were recruited; age ranged from 68 to 94 years, four were White British, one Black British and one White American. All participants lived independently prior to their stroke. Interviews were conducted between 5 to 10 days post stroke and lasted between 11 to 34 minutes (see Table 1).

| Table 1. Participants demographic data (to maintain anonymity of participants all names are synonyms) |
|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Gender   | Ethnicity     | Age   | Independence prior to stroke | Length of time since stroke (days) |
| Anne     | Female        | 94    | Independent living alone     | 6                |
| Bert     | Male          | 68    | Independent living alone     | 10               |
| Carol    | Female        | 76    | Independent living alone     | 8                |
| David    | Male          | 83    | Independent living with wife | 6                |
| Edna     | Female        | 72    | Independent living alone, daily visits from community nurse team | 9                |
| Fred     | Male          | 79    | Independent living alone     | 5                |

2.3 Data collection

Data were collected via semi-structured interviews. An interview schedule was developed from published phenomenological research within stroke and intensive care settings.\textsuperscript{[18–20]} The interview schedule was then pilot tested with a clinical nurse specialist and a patient currently in hospital following a stroke. Following the pilot test one question was altered from “What impact do you think your stroke will have on your future?” to “What impact do you think your stroke will have when you go home?” The stroke patient highlighted whilst in hospital the main focus was on returning home rather than thinking beyond this goal (see Table 2). The interview schedule contained open-ended questions to allow participants to explore their experiences of an acute stroke.
All interviews were participant led to allow the participant to guide the interview and the researcher to follow-up interesting possibilities emerging during the interview. However, the question schedule was revisited to ensure all relevant topics had been covered. All interviews were completed by the same researcher.

2.4 Ethics
Ethical approval was obtained from the NRES Committee London and Site Specific Assessment was completed and approved by the Research and Development for the NHS Trust where recruitment occurred. All participants were provided with participant information sheets and allowed time to discuss the study with friends and family, and staff members prior to providing informed consent.

Table 2. The interview schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can you explain what happened to bring you into hospital?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How did the stroke affect you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How has the stroke affected your mood?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Can you explain your transfer to this unit?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>How are you coping with the effects of your stroke?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>What impact do you think your stroke will have when you go home?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5 Data analysis
Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Data was analysed by applying the six stages of IPA; these form a set of common processes and principles which can be applied flexibly according to the requirements of individual studies. Analysis commenced by the first author reading and re-reading the transcript from the first interview to become familiar with the data. The next stage involved initial noting on the transcript of points of interest. Themes were then constructed from the points of interest and with constant referral back to the original text. On completion of the development of themes, connections across themes were searched for. This process was completed for each individual transcript prior to the search for patterns across all transcripts. No theoretical concepts were applied during data analysis; themes emerged solely from analysis of the data.

2.6 Rigor
The phenomenological interpretative approach allowed a particular lived experience to be studied in depth with a clear and structured method. Implementation of the Heideggerian approach to phenomenological research allowed bracketing of pre-conceptions as they arose, to avoid researcher bias. Audio recording, verbatim transcriptions and initial noting aided the reliability and transparency of data analysis. Emergent themes were discussed with the researchers’ supervisor to achieve further transparency and triangulation of data. Themes reported are one possible account of participants’ cognitive and emotional responses to rebuilding and restructuring their world following a stroke. Themes do not cover all aspects of the patients’ experience and were selected due to their relevance to the aims of the research.

3. RESULTS
Four themes emerged from the data: (1) Disassociation from bodies, self and abilities. (2) Search for understanding. (3) Striving for independence and acceptance of support. (4) Hope and uncertainty. Figure 1 illustrates the subthemes involved in the development of the above themes.

3.1 Disassociation from bodies, self and abilities
Participants expressed disassociation from bodies, self and abilities through their descriptions of the impact of their stroke. Disassociation allowed the participants to temporarily separate themselves from their current situation and was applied when describing the immediate and severe impact of their stroke. However, participants changed the way they described their bodies, self and abilities when discussing their recovery.

Carol disassociated herself from her affected foot by using the definite article “the foot” rather than the possessive article of “my foot”: I had no life in my body, none at all . . . it went dead, all of my body went dead . . . but umm . . . the foot is the main thing now. The rest of my body came back, but the foot is the main problem.

Edna disassociated herself from her current situation by describing her past and present independence interchangeably: It (her foot) is coming back gradually, my foot is better because a couple of days ago I couldn’t walk without help from the nurses, and now I can walk.
Before this (stroke) I was independent. I lived on my own, I have multiple sclerosis but that hasn’t stopped me living at home on my own. I like to be independent . . . I remain independent. I like to do things for myself, I like to be independent. However, Edna later acknowledges the unlikelihood of remaining independent: My left side is useless . . . There is talk of me going to a nursing home, because of the amount of care I need. I don’t mind going . . . if I get the care and attention I need I don’t mind going.

Figure 1. Thematic map showing themes and sub-themes

3.2 Search for understanding

Participants searched for understanding by exploring the reasons why their stroke had occurred and the impact of their stroke on their future lives. Participants were working through assessments of their health to identify predictive factors for their stroke. The impact of the stroke was assessed by participants through social comparisons of patients with more or less focal deficits.

Fred’s search for understanding had identified episodes of ill health that might have been a warning that he was at risk of a stroke. Three weeks prior to that (his stroke) at home I had two nights on two occasions when I couldn’t sit upright at 3 am . . . I called an ambulance and they checked me over and the report said everything was perfectly alright . . . but had I followed up the complaint and had a head scan it might have saved me from having this stroke . . . .

Bert completed a downward social comparison, which allowed him to minimise the severity of his stroke and to conclude he had not been adversely affected: Apparently I had a light stroke, which was one good thing because the people around me are really out of it . . . he (describing a fellow patient) shouts and screams, then he cries. He wanders all over the place; honestly he can’t help it.

David, who had severe weakness of his arm and leg completed an upward social comparison by discussing an acquaintance who at the same age was in poor health prior to his stroke: I have seen people with a stroke . . . a person with two new knees a heart bypass and he had a stroke, he was 83 year old chap but two weeks later was back walking.

3.3 Striving for independence and acceptance of support

Participants expressed striving for independence and acceptance of support through declarations of a need to remain independent but simultaneously accepting the support from healthcare professionals, family and friends. Participants were striving for independence with reliance on their own capabilities, judgements and resources, however participants acknowledged the support of others to enable this process.

David expressed how he strived for independence through
hard work and physiotherapy: When I stand up I get wobbly because my knee is weak and can give way. I need to practice standing still, to stand strong. I need to keep practicing to stand strong and strengthen my knee.

Anne expressed her need for independence to avoid her greatest fear of being admitted to a nursing home: I shall stagger on a bit. I’m trying, I need to, my one fear and it is a fear I have always been frightened of going into a home. I would fight that to the nail if I could know . . .

Anne simultaneously expressed her reliance on others to make decisions for her and the need to accept some help when discharged home: My cousin has made arrangements for social services to come . . . The nurse said she is going to get on to social services . . . I must admit to be perfectly honest I would rather they didn’t (social services visit), but that is just one of those things and when you are in the situation that I’m going to be in for a while at least one has to do is knuckle under a bit.

3.4 Hope and uncertainty

Participants associated hope with complete recovery from their stroke and associated uncertainty with the extent to which their recovery would enable them to return to their past lives.

Carol expressed hope and uncertainty regarding returning to normal through hard work and physiotherapy: I’m getting better all the time doing physiotherapy, I have been there today, it is good for me to do you know, hard work. I will recover and hope to come back to my normal self.

Bert expressed hope regarding returning to his hobbies: I hope to go back to watch home games (Premier League football) again when I leave here and go to the café. I have a café what I use . . . it’s like a working men’s club, they care, you see all the regulars . . . I hope to go back and chat with all my mates.

Bert expressed uncertainty regarding how he would cope at home: I’m going back to live on my own, I don’t really know how I will cope, because at the moment I’m stuck in bed or by the bed, one of the two. I will have to wait until I get home and then see what it is like.

4. DISCUSSION

In the acute phase of stroke participants were in the process of completing cognitive tasks to understand their sudden and dramatic change due to the impact of their stroke, which involved several collective cognitive processes.

4.1 Disassociation from bodies, self and abilities

Disassociation from bodies, self and abilities is consistent with the first stage of Eilertsen, et al.’s recovery model, which focuses on the impact of bodily changes on participants’ concepts of their body and self during the acute phase.[14] A model of restoring embodied control, constructed from experiences of patients recovering from colorectal surgery, defines 4 stages.[24] Stage 1 defines disembodiment, which occurred in the current study through disassociation from bodies, self and abilities. Stage 2 included re-familiarisation of participants with their bodies that now functioned differently. Stage 3 allowed participants to reclaim control through physical improvements. Stage 4 included participants return to embodied control.

The restoring embodied control model[24] is relevant to patients following a stroke, although does not allow for continued deficits, which may be permanent following a stroke leading to continued disembodiment. Murray and Harrison identified disrupted disembodiment and loss of self in participants two years following their stroke.[25] Therefore, a tentative model would include Eilertsen, et al.’s recovery model[14] and the 4 stage model of restoring embodied control[24] in or across both acute and chronic phases of recovery from a stroke.

4.2 Search for understanding

Participants applied causal attributions[16, 26] to understand the cause of their stroke. Causal attributions can impact on; poorer emotional adjustment and quality of life,[27] poorer health outcomes[28] and patients’ future health decisions.[29] Therefore it is important to understand patients’ cognitive understanding of their stroke and the attribution of external or internal factors that they may or may not have control over. Healthcare professionals could inform the process of applying causal attributions that patients do have control over, which may impact positively on long-term outcomes.

Participants searched to understand the severity of their stroke by comparing themselves with other patients and friends with a diagnosis of stroke. Individuals have a basic need to maintain a stable and accurate view of themselves.[30] Downward comparisons enable individuals to compare themselves with someone less fortunate[31] and adjust to their illness.[32] Downward comparisons were made by participants to minimise the impact of their stroke.

Upward comparisons fulfil the need to self-improve and can motivate people by providing information on how to make progress.[33] The upward comparison of the participant in the current study was to provide a role model to demonstrate the possibility of improved physical functioning and provided
The use of social comparisons by patients adapting to a chronic illness was studied by Arigo, et al., with positive upward comparisons associated with better coping skills and positive downward comparison with more severe illnesses. The current study identified both upward positive and downward positive social comparisons in participants following stroke. However, the impact of these cognitive tasks in the acute stage of stroke on the rehabilitation process is unknown.

4.3 Striving for independence and acceptance of support

The participants in the current study expressed the need to return to independent living, whilst none of the participants were actively involved or expressed the need to be involved in planning their discharge. Participants lack of involvement in the decision making process is an important finding as an emphasis and belief in patient involvement is longstanding. Thompson identified three domains in a dynamic model which influence the level of patient involvement in healthcare decisions. Firstly, the need for healthcare: patients involvement was less if illness was acute and serious compared to chronic with less serious consequences. Secondly, personal characteristics: level of involvement depended on patients knowledge and personal traits. Thirdly, professional relationships: patients involvement increased as levels of trust for healthcare professionals decreased. Participants in the current study were recovering from an acute illness and expressed confidence in healthcare professionals, supporting Thompson’s model. However, participants with less serious implications of their stroke were less likely to be involved in healthcare decisions. The inconsistency maybe stroke specific, as stroke is an acute illness with severe consequences and a chronic illness with long-term implications. The importance of patient involvement within stroke services needs to be explored further to understand the impact of stroke as a chronic illness with long term complications following an acute phase.

4.4 Hope and uncertainty

Hope and uncertainty were simultaneously expressed by participants regarding their recovery. This is comparable to Eilersten, et al. stage of optimism of returning to health but simultaneously expressing a wait and see approach to recovery. Hope has been identified as an important part of the process of recovery from illness. The influence of hope during rehabilitation on long term recovery is acknowledged. However, the emergence of hope within the first 10 days following a stroke is unique and the impact on long-term recovery is yet unknown.

There are multiple definitions of hope following stroke. Bright, et al., defined hope as an inner strength, being positive in nature and included patients’ wishes to return to a normal way of life, normal roles, and normal activities. This is comparable with participants in the current study as they discussed reliance on their own inner strengths to return to their lives prior to the stroke. This element of hope is comparable to resilience, which enhances both physical health and quality of life in older adults. However, the concept of resilience within stroke has had little attention. Glymour, et al., found cognitive resilience post stroke was promoted by social interaction. Participants in the current study expressed the importance of family and social support.

The model of hope after stroke is an important working definition of hope, which will allow patients with less hope in the acute phase to be identified and provided with appropriate support from healthcare professionals.

4.5 Limitations

The study limitations include the recruitment of participants from one stroke unit in London. Recruitment for the study was systematic, although excluded participants with speech and language difficulties and cognitive impairment post stroke. Screening of 30 potential participants occurred with seven identified as fulfilling the study criteria, one of which declined to participate. All participants were aged over 68 years and therefore the findings of this study are only relevant to the older population of people with a diagnosis of stroke.

5. Conclusion and relevance to clinical practice

Future work regarding patients’ cognitive processes in the acute stage following a stroke is imperative. The impact of cognitive processing such as disembodiment, causal attributions and hope has clear implications for long-term rehabilitation outcomes. Stroke is a condition where patients need to take an active lead in their recovery process, identifying cognitive processes that may inhibit this is essential. The implementation of routine assessment of cognitive processes and an intervention to provide support to enable positive processing needs to be developed.

Assessments of cognitive processes will be a new approach for many members of the multi-disciplinary stroke team as the current focus is on physical, social and mood assessment. Nurses could explore patient’s causal attributions in their routine battery of assessments via a validated questionnaire.
such as the Internal, Personal and Situational Attributions Questionnaire (IPSAQ). A different approach could be an informal discussion led by a nurse to understand the patient’s current cognitive processing of their stroke to enable the multi-disciplinary team to tailor interventions appropriately. However, all members of the multi-disciplinary team need to be aware of a patient’s cognitive processing especially when explaining the cause of the stroke, treatment and the need for intense physiotherapy. Multi-disciplinary stroke teams will require training and support from psychologists to ensure the assessment of cognitive processes is completed within a robust, safe and validated approach.
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